
Anubhuthi – Executive Retreat 

 

 
 
We welcome you to our executive retreat – a unique blend of knowledge and experience, 

interwoven around spiritual and corporate wisdom. Definitely, it is a rare opportunity to introspect… 

look within and to initiate changes…reflect upon your life and its purpose…experience the power 

of silence…take time out to know you better. 

 

Amidst senior executives, this residential retreat offers a unique opportunity to unlearn and unwind, 

discover the nature of undercurrents influencing your choices and determines what’s most 

important in your life. A select group of senior executives are part of this retreat. The retreat 

will provide participants with an opportunity to take time out, learn how to meditate and deepen 

spiritual understanding as a basis of effective leadership practices. Are you; 

 

Looking to generate new ideas and purpose for success to fuel your organizational growth? 

Looking for value creating resources for the team? 

Ready to fine-tune your vision and purpose for managing change or growth? 

Trying to foster continuous learning? 

Want to increase your executive team's level of comfort with new approaches to leadership or new 

technology? 

Need to ensure the executive team is in alignment with the organizational philosophy? 

 

 The retreat has been designed to provide insights and reflective exercises into the role of spirituality 

and meditation in personal, family and professional life. Sessions will pave the way for spiritual 



understanding needed to unblock one’s road to success. Interwoven throughout the retreat, you will 

be having opportunity to process, dialogue and experience different activities in small groups or 

individually. The retreat will have an evening session of “Coffee with my thoughts” where 

participants are invited to share their mind with a hot cup of coffee. We have a range of flexible 

options. Whether you need an upscale, luxury setting to reward your team or a rugged adventure to 

challenge executive team members and encourage risk-taking, one of our existing simulations can 

be customized to meet your objectives. We also have the capacity to custom design simulations for 

your team.  

 

 Anugraha experience has been known for years, this time too we are committed to create a deeply 

moving and appreciative atmosphere leaving all with a renewed sense of purpose, refreshed and 

inspired. We are waiting in for your registration. 


